EBSCO Business Source Elite Case Studies

To look for case studies enter a term or terms in the search box and the phrase SU case studies. In the example below, we are looking for articles with leadership in the title (TI leadership) and also articles with case studies as a subject term (SU case studies)

You can limit your search to a specific publication such as the Harvard Business Review, which publishes a number of case studies. Enter the magazine or journal title in the Publication search box.

Two-Letter Codes to Help Limit Results

**TI**  
*Title*  
Example: **TI** total quality management  
Search for articles with total quality management in the title.

**SU**  
*Subject*  
Example: **SU** internet security  
Search for articles with Internet security as a subject.

**CO**  
*Company*  
Example: **CO** Microsoft corporation  
Search for articles about the company Microsoft Corp